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1

What is the VIX?

We discuss what is an implied volatility, what is the VIX and what is the CBOE?
Implied volatility is the expected volatility (future realized volatility) of the underlying asset of an
option. Implied volatility differs from realized or historical volatility in the sense that the former is
calculated using, and thus implied by, the current listed option prices to determine by how much
volatility of the underlying the market expects to see in the future; whereas, the latter is the standard
deviation of the return of an underlying asset that has already been realized in the past.
The Volatility Index (VIX) was originally created by the Chicago Board Options Exchange (CBOE)
in 1993 as a means to measure the market’s expected 30-day volatility implied by at-the-money
S&P 100 Index option prices (CBOE Whitepaper). In 2003, the VIX calculation methodology was
updated to base it on the broader S&P 500 Index, and now averages puts and calls over a wider
range of strike prices.
VIX is often cited as the “fear index.” Since VIX is calculated based on option prices, a higher VIX
would mean that the cost of hedging against future market volatility has been driven up. Although
the predictive capabilities of VIX for future market volatility has been disputed, it is nevertheless a
very common metric that is used to gauge what market participants are currently expecting market
tone to be.
The Chicago Board Options Exchange (CBOE) is the largest U.S. options exchange and creator
of listed options both in terms of total contract volume and notional value (CBOE Whitepaper).
The exchange offers trading of listed and standardized options through a hybrid of electronic and
open-cry system. The majority of its revenue sources from trading fees, data fees, regulatory fees
and access fees (SEC Filings 10-K 2015).
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Statistical Characteristics of the VIX

2.1

The VIX’s Evolution

We plot a figure of the evolution of the VIX and discuss its evolution. Then compare it with the
evolution of the VXO
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Figure 1. Vix vs. Vxo Evolution: All Close Data. We plot the simple evolution of all
available Vix and Vxo close data on the same graph. Please refer to the Appendix for the same data
segmented into 3 year periods so as to visually see the differences between the Vix and Vxo.
We now empirically look for differences in the evolution of Vix and Vxo. We begin by looking at
simple correlations and report the results:

Variable
Open
Close
High
Low

Correlation Test Results of Vix to Vxo
Correlation Coefficient
95% Confidence Interval
0.9913299
[0.9907124, 0.9919065]
0.9940261
[0.9936000, 0.9944239]
0.9923792
[0.9918361, 0.9928863]
0.9824156
[0.9811692, 0.9835802]

p-value
< (2.2)(10−16 )
< (2.2)(10−16 )
< (2.2)(10−16 )
< (2.2)(10−16 )

We next define the variable Diff as Vix(i,j) − Vxo(i,j) ∀i ∈ [0, 3220], j ∈ [2, 3, 4, 5], i.e. the daily
difference between Vix and Vxo for each observation (Open, High, Low, Close) (≡ (j ∈ [2, 3, 4, 5])
We now report the results of computing the mean & variance of Diff:
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Variable
Open
Close
High
Low

Test Results of Diff
Mean
Variance
0.1593944
1.371681
0.2812143
1.161556
0.1327329
1.375865
0.3617205
1.692569

Finally, we plot the evolution of the Vix - Vxo data:
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Figure 2. VIX Minus VXO Evolution: All Data This is a simple evolution plot of Diff
(close).
Since VIX is a proxy for the standard deviation of the S&P 500 distribution, which is “far from
normal,” VIX may not be able to capture tail risks in its entirety (CBOE Skew White Paper). In
particular, the large difference between the VIX and VXO in the height of the financial crisis in
October of 2008 is explained by this very pitfall of the VIX. This is because VIX caputures a wider
range of the index, which tends to dampen or mollify the volatility spikes at certain periods, and
also because it includes out-the-money and in-the-money options as opposed to just at-the-money
options, which VXO uses to calculate. These differences lead to the VXO reflecting a much higher
volatility in 2008 when deep out-the-money put options were heavily favoured as insurance, which
is accounted for in VIX but not in VXO.
Of paramount interest is an explanation over why there is a severe divergence in realized value
between VIX and VXO during the nearly all of October 2008. We first recall that two weeks before
this date, Lehman Brothers was removed from both S&P 100 and S&P 500. Furthermore, from Sep.
27, 2008 to Oct 10, 2008, the S&P 500 fell by 25%. One possible explanation for why VXO was hit
4

harder than VIX during such financial despair is how VIX the extra 400 stocks for which VIX is
calculated on provided enough additional diversification to lessen the magnitude of impact. However,
this is unlikely since by market cap (which is how stocks are weighted within the index), the S&P
100 contains 57% of the market cap of the S&P 500, and hence the extra diversification shouldn’t
result in a 15-20% decrease in volatility during unpredictable markets. As such, we look instead at
another metric, namely percentage difference between VIX & VXO to discover the October 2008
divergence was nothing more than a regularity derived from the different pricing methods between
VIX & VXO (as discussed previously).
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Figure 3. VIX to VXO Percentage Difference This is an evolution plot of the percentage
max(x(i,5) −y(i,5) )−min(x(i,5) −y(i,5) )
difference between VIX and VXO. Our formula was: z =
where
min(x(i,5) −y(i,5) )
z, x, y are perc diff, VIX, VXO respectively.
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2.2

The Historical Distribution

We plot the historical distribution of the VIX and compute its mean, variance, skewness and kurtosis.
We also discuss the hypotheses of whether such a historical distribution is approximately Gaussian
or Lognormal. We also repeat this exercise with the VXO.
One can easily observe from the historical distributions of VIX and VXO below that they do not
appear to be normally distributed. As the skewness and kurtosis results demonstrate, the characteristics are removed from the normal distribution’s benchmark skewness = 0 and kurtosis = 3
case. In addition to such characteristics, it is evident from the Normal Q-Q plot that neither of the
distributions are Gaussian.
Since both distributions are right-skewed, one can conjecture that they might follow the log-normal
distribution. However, further testing leads us to believe that the two indices are not log-normal
distributions.
Computation Results
Moments
VIX
VXO
Mean
19.1874
18.9062
Variance
83.3641
93.5600
Skewness
2.5878
2.6887
Kurtosis
11.8755
12.7358
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Figure 4 & 5. Historical Distribution of VIX & VXO (respectively) Density plots for all
close data.
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Figure 6 & 7. QQ-plots for VIX & VXO (respectively) to Normal. A test which allows us
to conclude if the VIX or VXO follow a normal distribution.
The two normal Q-Q plots above show a non-linear relationship, which indicate that the sample
quantiles do not follow the theoretical normal quantiles.
The two normal Q-Q plots below demonstrate a slightly different approach. If we were to assume
that VIX and VXO follow log-normal distributions, by definition, the logarithm of the original
dataset should yield a linear plot. However, the normal Q-Q plot after having taken the logarithm
still does not result in a linear outcome.
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Normal Q−Q Plot of Log(VXO)
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Figure 8 & 9. QQ-plots for VIX & VXO (respectively) to log-Normal. A test which allows
us to conclude if the VIX or VXO follow a log-normal distribution.
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2.3

Rolling Distributions

The computation above can be repeated in a rolling way, that is for each month t, we can consider
the historical distribution on the period t − 23 up to t corresponding to 2 years, and then make t
vary. We thus plot the evolutions of the rolling mean, the rolling variance, and the Value at Risk at
25% and 75% respectively. We also discuss the results and try to explain why there is a market for
the volatility of the volatility and define what is this market.
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Figure 10 & 11: Moving Mean of Volatility for VIX & VXO (respectively).
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Figure 12 & 13: Moving Variance of Volatility for VIX & VXO (respectively).
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Figure 14 & 15: Moving 25th Quantile of Volatility for VIX & VXO (respectively).
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Figure 16 & 17: Moving 75th Quantile of Volatility for VIX & VXO (respectively).
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Figure 18 & 19: Moving Volatility of Volatility for VIX & VXO (respectively).
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Our results are derived from comparing statistics between periods for which we consider all the
data within a 2 year periods for which the first observation is the first day of a month, and the
last observation is the day before the first day of the same month two years later. We therefore are
able to compare 130 different periods, the first being Jan 2004 - Jan 2006, and last Sept. 2014 Sept 2016. The number of observations for each period of consideration range from 501 to 507. We
condense our result into one metric for each graph by taking the mean of all 130 observation points
and report the results:
Volatility Statistics
Moving Volatility Statistic
VIX
Mean of Mean of Vol.
20.00131
Mean of Variance of Vol.
86.086133
Mean of 25th Quantile of Vol.
17.85827
Mean of 75th Quantile of Vol.
22.14435
Mean of Volatity of Vol.
6.061428

VXO
19.63254
99.76761
17.30954
21.95554
6.570436

As for the question regarding the volatility of volatility, we note the existence of the VVIX - a metric
which computes the volatility of the VIX in the same fashion as was volatility computed for the VIX.
The necessity, or at least demand for such a trade-able asset, can be documented by Figures: 12,
13, 16, 17, 18 & 19. These plots all show there are drastic differences between realized and expected
volatility particularly during financial uncertainty. As such, when buying a portfolio consisting of
a long position in the volatility of volatility, one would receive the difference between realized and
expected volatility at the cost of a risk premium. As such, to be able to hedge against extreme
increases in the VIX or VXO by incurring a small risk premium cost, one would require an asset
like the VVIX to carry out such a strategy.
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2.4

Why a Change of Methodology for the VIX?

We discuss why the CBOE decided to change its methodology and why the VXO is still computed
now in parallel with the VIX.
The change in methodology was motivated to adapt to two main structural changes that occurred in
the U.S. index option market over the years (Whaley 2008). Firstly, at the inception of the volatility
index, the S&P 100 index (OEX) was the most actively traded index option, accounting for 75% of
the total index option volume; whereas, S&P 500 (SPX) index was only 16% of the total volume
at the time (Whaley). SPX options have since become the most actively traded options (12 times
that of OEX) (Whaley). Hence the methodology update was necessary to more accurately reflect
the underlying options market.
Secondly, the demand for S&P 500 index put options—not only ones that are at-the-money, but
also out-the money—has outgrown that of call options, which contrasts with the past when the
average daily volume of OEX puts versus calls were roughly equally balanced. This development
stemmed from an increased preference towards portfolio insurance, and the new VIX calculation
method newly includes out-the-money options (Whaley).
The VIX was calculated back to 1990 to allow for a side-by-side comparison with the VXO to provide
information on the volatility skew or smile. The fact that VIX includes out-the-money and in-themoney options into its calculation, while VXO is limited to at-the-money options, the two may show
a divergence in times of crisis like in 2008, when out-the-money put options are heavily favoured
over the opposite positions as a means of insurance against tail risks.
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3
3.1

A Quick Aside
The Reinhart-Rogoff Controversy

We describe the controversy on the Reinhart-Rogoff analysis of the relationship between debt and
growth.
Reinhart and Rogoff (2010) examined the relationship between debt and GDP growth rates based
on data spanning two hundred years in “Growth in a Time of Debt.” In the paper they highlighted
that, in particular, the average GDP growth rate for countries with debt-to-GDP above 90% fell to
-0.1% in 1945-2009. RR’s work was actively cited by conservative politicians who were in favour of
austerity policies at a time when increasing debt-financed government spending in response to the
financial crisis was hotly debated. Regardless of the authors’ original intention, the political influence
and policy implications were substantial. For instance, George Osborne (whom later became the
Chancellor of Exchequer) and Olli Rehn (EU Commissioner for Economic Affairs) have been quoted
relying on the results from RR’s paper to substantiate their claims regarding relationship between
debt and growth rates.
Three years after RR’s paper was published, Herdon, Ash and Polin (HAP) released a critique that
sparked the controversy over RR’s analysis of debt and growth. Arriving at a different conclusion
after attempting to replicate RR’s work, the Amherst doctoral students attributed the discrepancy to
RR’s selective exclusion of data points, excel coding errors, and inappropriate weighting of summary
statistics. The controversy grew bigger as many well-known economists including Paul Krugman
and Brad DeLong joined the dialogue, further emphasizing the potential problems surrounding the
phrasing around the 90% threshold and causality issues revolving debt and growth.
RR acknowledged their excel mistake and limitation of their original dataset (which has since been
updated to include data of more countries that became available after 2010), while defending their
position that the updated results still do not greatly affect their overall original analysis. They
argued that countries with high debt-to-GDP (>90%) nonetheless experienced 2 percentage points
less growth than countries in the lowest debt-to-GDP (<30%) group, and that this slowed growth
is not insignificant if one considers that debt overhang tends to last for 20 years. RR also mentions
that some of the more extreme cases of high or low debt are not very representative nor common
examples of the overall trend and thus was given less weighting.
HAP demonstrates that taking into account omitted data points and adjusting the summary statistics of several countries with more extreme debt-to-GDP figures, the mean GDP growth rate between
1945-2009 actually comes out to be 2.2% of growth instead of a 0.1% of contraction as RR wrote.
By HAP’s calculation, the 90% threshold practically becomes indistinguishable when compared to
lower debt-to-GDP countries.
Perhaps the most important point of contention was that RR’s paper seemed to suggest that having
a debt-to-GDP ratio of greater than 90% is the cause of lower growth. Krugman and DeLong
respectively argues that the criterion seems to suggest a “cliff” that is meant to translate to slowed
growth should a country surpass it. DeLong also illustrates in his blog that there are counterexamples
in post-WWII era of Japan and Italy having slow growth preceding high debt and the UK not
experiencing accelerated growth after reducing her debt load. DeLong further states that even
with RR’s stated causal direction, under reasonable assumptions, GDP growth slow-down that is
attributable to increase in debt is a meager 0.006% per year.
Reinhart defended the casual claim in a letter to Paul Krugman by mentioning several studies in
support of RR’s arguments, while taking note of the inherent endogeneity problem in discussing
16

the relationship between debt and growth. She nonetheless demonstrated ways in which debt can
affect growth, for instance, through credit crunches of countries that are deemed not credit-worthy
or through unexpected shocks even for countries considered more stable and capable of paying back
debt.
What began as a critique on the methodological errors and data omissions transpired into a highly
publicized back-and-forth on not only the merits of the causal arguments suggested by RR’s paper
but also on the original authors’ academic integrity. Regardless of the intentions of the authors, the
debate began based on what some would claim to be misleading causal claims. It only further goes
to demonstrate the inherent issues and challenges when dealing with macroeconomic data over a
long time frame and isolating causal factors.

3.2

Random Walks

We write, in mathematical terms, the main elements of the discussion in: Fama, E. (1965): “Random Walks in Stock Market Prices”, Financial Analysts Journal, 21, 55-59.
Let:
Ω := {all information in the world relevant which is theoretically possible to impact the financial
markets}.
y(t,i) := the price of security i at time t, i ∈ {1, . . . , n}, t ∈ {1, 2, 3, . . . }.
Λi := {y(t−1,i) , . . . , y(1,i) }
µ(t,j) (Z) := the intrinsic value of security i at time t as a function of a set of information.
(t,j) := the random variable at time t for security j which models the discrepancy between a
security’s intrinsic value and realized value due to a non-homogeneous view of market participants’
valuation of intrinsic value.
Then, the existence of a Random Walk on securities 1, . . . , n would be defined with the following
characteristics:
1. y(t,j) = µ(t,j) (Ω\ ∪ni=1 Λi ) + (t,j)
2. E((t,j) ) = 0 ∀j ∈ {1, . . . , n}
2
3. V ((t,j) ) = σ(t,j)
∈ R ∀j

Which implies:
E(y(t,j) |y(t−1,j) , . . . , y(1,j) ) = E(y(t,j) |Λi ) = E(y(t,j) ) = µ(t,j) (Ω\ ∪ni=1 Λi )
since E((t,j) |Λi ) = E((t,j) ) = 0 and E(µ(t,j) (Ω\∪ni=1 Λi )|Λi ) = E(µ(t,j) (Ω\∪ni=1 Λi ) = µ(t,j) (Ω\∪ni=1
Λi ), which also =⇒
E(y(t+1,j) − y(t,j) |y(t−1,j) ) = µ(t+1,j) (Ω\ ∪ni=1 Λi ) − µ(t,j) (Ω\ ∪ni=1 Λi )
Therefore, the prices and price changes are independent of all past prices/price changes.
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4

Modelling The VIX

4.1

A Simple Time-Series log Regression

1. We first consider the series of yt = log VIXt . We provide the ACF of this series and estimate an
autoregressive model for yt , and discuss the results, particularly the choice of the autoregressive
order.
2. We answer the same question for the series:
∆yt = yt − yt−1 = log VIXt − log VIXt−1
of the changes on VIX. We also compare the results with the results of question 1.
2
3. We regress ∆yt on ∆yt−1 and ∆yt−1
. We then discuss the possibility of applying the efficient
market hypothesis to the VIX.

1. First, please note: lv := yt and dlv := ∆yt . To be able to use any autoregressive model for
yt , we need to establish stationarity. Thus, we see the ACF for yt to be decaying very slowly
to 0, which =⇒ yt is not stationary.
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Next, we compute the following tests: Augmented Dickey-Fuller, Phillips-Perron Unit Root and
KPSS. The p-values for each test are: .043, < 0.01 and < 0.01 respectively. As such, we have
mixed test results over yt being stationary. To consolidate our findings, we look at a handy R
function: auto.arima(). This function estimates the best fit of p, d, q for an ARIMA(p,d,q).
Our results are ARIMA(1,1,1). Since best fitting d 6= 0 it =⇒ non-stationarity likely present.
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Therefore, with all these tests, and in consideration of how ADF and PP tests only reject
unit root models, and not all possible non-stationary possibilities, we may conclude that yt is
not stationary nor unit root. Therefore, yt will not have an appropriate fitting autoregressive
model of any order.
2. Let us go through all the same tests as in part 1 to (hopefully) establish stationarity. We begin
with an ACF for ∆yt :
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Which now does (very) quickly decay to 0, and hence supports a stationarity claim. Next,
we compute the following tests: Augmented Dickey-Fuller, Phillips-Perron Unit Root and
KPSS. The p-values for each test are: < 0.01, < 0.01 and > .1. These all support the
case of stationarity. Finally, we have our handy auto.arima() provide us with a result of
(p, d, q) = (1, 0, 1) which =⇒ not only that with consideration of the above, ∆yt is stationary,
but also likely follows an ARMA(1,1) process. As such, we report some (very nice) results for
our ARMA(1,1) derived from how, unlike in part 1, we now have a stationary process:

Variable
Estimate
Std. Error

AR(1)
0.985
0.003

ARMA(1,1) Results
MA(1)
Intercept σ 2
-0.106
2.876
0.005
0.019
0.073
/

2
3. Our regression results for ∆yt on ∆yt−1 and ∆yt−1
are:

19

Log Likelihood
4003
/

Variable
Intercept
∆yt−1
2
∆yt−1

Regression Results
Estimate
Std. Error
0.002
0.001
-0.084
0.018
-0.318
0.107

t-value
1.15
-4.58
-2.98

P (> |t|)
0.249
< 0.001
0.003

We will focus our discussion on the applicability of the efficient market hypothesis (EMH) on
the VIX on just weak form EMH for all higher forms of EMH imply weak, and if a claim for
weak form EMH is expelled, then so too will all other forms automatically. We recall weak
form EMH is defined as having all past price trends / returns having no statistical significance
since prices already have this information accounted for. More explicitly, for our example,
we may empirically conclude weak form EMH ⇐⇒ (1) auto-correlation coefficients for ∆yt
must be ≈ 0, and (2) ∆yt is stationary. For (2), we refer to our results from part 2 for
which we can very confidently claim that ∆yt is stationary. Unfortunately, for (1), we see
from our Ljung–Box test and Run test, which both have a null hypothesis of independence
of observations, have p-values of < 0.001 and .019. Therefore, although we have stationarity,
we must accept that ∆yt ’s autocorrelation is too high for us to consider VIX as following any
efficient market hypothesis.
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4.2

The Daily Returns of the S&P

We compute the series of daily returns of the S&P, y(t), say. We then plot this series and its ACF.
We then discuss the random walk hypotheses and if the returns series has zero mean
The mean of the daily returns is 0.0328 which is close to 0, and hence one could argue that the
historical daily returns of the S&P 500 index demonstrate processes similar to a random walk. The
ACF also shows that the autocorrelation is generally within the confidence interval around 0, while
exist several lags that show a statistically significant deviation from 0.
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4.3

Realized Volatilities

We construct two series of realized volatilities. The first one v(t, 1) is equal to the square of the S&P
return; the second realized volatility is obtained by averaging the squared returns on the last 25 days
and is denoted by v(t, 2). We then plot on a same graph the 3 series vix(t), v(t, 1), v(t, 2). Finally,
we have some comments about the evolutions of these series.
The series illustrate VIX and the two measures of realized volatility. The three series spike during
and several years following financial market turmoil in 1990, 1999-2000, and 2008. The largest spikes
for v(t,1), v(t,2) and VIX are respectively observed on Oct. 13th, Oct. 31st, and Nov. 20th.
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The following results from correlation test of pairwise complete VIX, v(t,1) and v(t,2) indicate that
VIX & v(t,2) are most strongly correlated among the three with a coefficient of 0.793, v(t,1) & v(t,2)
moderately with 0.504, and VIX & v(t,1) the least with 0.461.
Pairwise Correlation Between
Pairs
Correlation Coefficient
VIX and v(t,1)
0.462
VIX and v(t,2)
0.793
v(t,1) and v(t,2) 0.504
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VIX, v(t,1) and
95% Conf. Int.
[0.443, 0.481]
[0.784, 0.802]
[0.486, 0.522]

v(t,2)
p-value
< (2.2)(10−16 )
< (2.2)(10−16 )
< (2.2)(10−16 )

4.4

Time-Series Findings

We compute the historical means, volatilities and covolatilities of the three series that we considered
in the previous question. We compute the eigenvalues and eigenvectors of the (3,3) volatility matrix
(this is called spectral decomposition). We then ask: 1) what is the smallest eigenvalue? 2) Are you
expecting some arbitrage opportunity, and if so between which types of assets?
Historical Mean and Volatility
Series Mean
Volatility
VIX
19.775 62.119
v(t,1) 1.285
17.630
v(t,2) 1.284
4.993
The following is the 3×3 variance-covariance matrix of the three series.


Cov(V IX, V IX) Cov(V IX, v(t, 1))
Σ̂ = Cov(v(t, 1), V IX) Cov(v(t, 1), v(t, 1))
Cov(v(t, 2), V IX) Cov(v(t, 2), v(t, 1))

 
Cov(V IX, v(t, 2)
62.119
Cov(v(t, 1), v(t, 2)) = 15.287
Cov(v(t, 2), v(t, 2))
13.971

15.287
17.630
4.727


13.971
4.727 
4.993

The smallest eigenvalue calculated from the above covariance matrix of the three series is 1.648, and
the eigenvectors of the covariance matrix is as follows:

0.931
Λ̂ = 0.291
0.221

0.304
−0.952
−0.031


−0.201
−0.096
0.975

The smallest eigenvalue of 1.648, which is not very close to 0, indicates that there does not appear to
be an arbitrage opportunity between the risk-free asset and the risky asset with portfolio allocation
with the given eigenvectors.
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4.5

Vector Autoregressive Model Estimation with Residuals

We estimate a vector autoregressive model of order 1, VAR(1), on these 3 series, compute the 3dimensional series of residuals and the historical variance-covariance matrix of these residuals, and
derive the eigenvalues and eigenvectors of this latter (3,3) matrix.
We utilize the R package vars for all our computations. Let y 1 := vix(t), y 2 := v(t, 1) and
y 3 := v(t, 2). Thus, we are looking to first estimate the parameters to the equation:
 

    
y1(i−1)
y1i
c1
 1i
Yi = y2i  = A y2(i−1)  + c2  + 2i  = AYi−1 + C + Ei
y3i
c3
 3i
y3(i−1)
From our R package, we find:


0.963
Â = −0.019
0.100

0.146
−0.0418
0.461


0.006
0.004 ,
0.974




0.624
Ĉ = −2.130
−0.093

We next compute the residual series, i.e. all of E (we will show the first and last 3 observations for
this series):






−0.331
0.064
−0.212
Ê1 = −0.398 , Ê2 = −1.804 , Ê3 = −1.794
−0.060
−0.060
0.027






−2.088
−1.075
−4.875
Ê6647 =  1.524  , Ê6648 =  1.947  , Ê6649 =  1.163 
0.034
0.062
0.083
Finally, we compute the Eigenvalues and Eigenvectors, and provide these estimates via OLS and
MLE respectively through the following formulae:
Σ̂M LE =

T
T
1
1
Ê Ê and Σ̂OLS =
Ê Ê
T̃
T̃ − kp − 1

where T̃ := number of observations, T := the transpose, k := number of variables and p := lag
length of VAR model.
Therefore, we obtain the following results:




2.320 0.648 0.0286
2.321 0.649 0.0286
Σ̂M LE = 0.648 13.724 0.593  , Σ̂OLS = 0.649 13.732 0.593 
0.029 0.593 0.046
0.029 0.593 0.046

 


 

λ1M LE
13.786
λ1OLS
13.794
Λ̂M LE = λ2M LE  =  2.283  , Λ̂OLS = λ2OLS  =  2.285 
λ3M LE
0.020
λ3OLS
0.020




−0.057 0.998 0.001 < z < 0
−0.057 0.998 0.001 < z < 0
−0.043  , Ψ̂OLS = −0.997 −0.056
−0.043 
Ψ̂M LE = −0.997 −0.056
−0.043 −0.002
0.999
−0.043 −0.002
0.999
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Where Σ := The Variance-Covariance Residual Matrix, Λ := The Eigenvalues of Σ, and the columns
of Ψ are the normalized Eigenvectors of Σ.
Additional Notes:
1. Please refer to the Appendix for Diagram of Fits & Residuals for y 1 , y 2 and y 3 .
2. We have also in our code computed the optimal lag, (p) for this VAR model to be 27 ≤ p ≤ 41
by computing AIC(p), HQ(p), SC(p), and F P E(p). (Please see Bfaff, Stigler 2013).

4.6

Eigenvalues for Residuals & Arbitrage Opportunities

We discuss what the smallest eigenvalue of this variance-covariance matrix of residuals is. We also
inquire if we are close to an arbitrage opportunity? And, what is the difference between this notion
of arbitrage opportunity and the notion of arbitrage opportunity in 4.4
min(Λ̂T ) = 0.020, but we also must note the residual standard error is = 0.215. Next, we note
var(ψ) = λ||ψ||2 = λ if ||ψ||2 = 1 where ψ := an eigenvector associated to λ (we have already made
||ψ||2 = 1 ∀ψ in Q4. Intuitively, the eigenvectors are the uncorrelated linear combinations of our
set of random variables (y 1 , y 2 and y 3 ). Therefore, selecting the portfolio of “min(Λ̂T )” would be
a portfolio with very little correlations between the residuals of the assets, and hence close to an
arbitrage opportunity. Unfortunately however, since the residual standard error is = 0.215 (quite
large), and min(Λ̂T ) = 0.020 is not that close to 0, then such a supposed arbitrage opportunity
wouldn’t be very wise to carry out in practice. The difference between Q4’s Eigenvalues and vectors
and Q3’s is that we are such values based on residuals versus volatilities respectively. Therefore,
the notion of arbitrage between these two series is fundamentally related to the innate differences
between volatilities versus a VAR’s residuals.
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4.7

A Discussion about Instantaneous Causality

We note that the links between the three series are passing through the elements of the autoregressive
matrix, but also by the non zero out of diagonal elements of the variance matrix of residuals. We try
to interpret these links in terms of instantaneous causality (also called simultaneity) and “directional
causality”. We also try to represent these links by a contagion scheme with nodes and arrows. Finally,
we discuss whether the notions of implied and realized volatilities are the same.
This questions alludes the reasoning of why the SVAR was introduced. Intuitively, using the notation
of before, 2 and 3i will be correlated to y 1 .

And naturally, implied and realized volatitilies are quite different.
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Appendix 1

5.1

More Evolution Plots
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6.1

Appendix 2 (R Code)
Code for Section 2

#### Load Data and Transform*####
rm(list = ls())
vixcurrent<- read.csv(file="˜/Downloads/vixcurrent.csv")
vxocurrent<- read.csv(file="˜/Downloads/vxocurrent.csv")
vixcurrent$Date <- as.Date(vixcurrent$Date, ’%m/%d/%Y’)
vxocurrent$Date <- as.Date(vxocurrent$Date, ’%m/%d/%Y’)
vxo<-vxocurrent[-611, ]
rownames(vxo)<-NULL
vix<-vixcurrent
View(vix)
View(vxo)
rm(vixcurrent)
rm(vxocurrent)
#Define useful vectors to be used soon, and
#intitalize two other vectors
twoyear_vix<-c(1:130)
twoyear_vxo<-c(1:130)
abc<-c(1:130)
xyz<-c(25:154)
month_vix<-c(1:129)
month_vxo<-c(1:129)
bcd<-c(1:129)
wxy<-c(2:130)
cde<-c(2:130)
max_y <- max(vxo[,5], vix[,5])
plot_colours <- c("blue", "red", "forestgreen", "yellow")
plot_colours1 <- plot_colours[c(1,2)]

###### Plot of VIX & VXO Evolution: All Data#####

# Graph using y axis that ranges from 0 to max_y.
# Removal of axis labels, addition of y-axis limit,
#specification of VIX’s colour
plot(vix[,1], vix[,5], type="l", col=plot_colours1[1], ylim=c(0,max_y), ann=FALSE)
# Graph VXO data
lines(vix[,1], vxo[,5], type="l", lty=1, col=plot_colours1[2])
# Create a title
title(main="VIX vs.VXO Evolution: All Data",
col.main="forestgreen", font.main=4)
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# Label the x and y axes
title(xlab="Date", col.lab=rgb(0,0.6,.7))
title(ylab="Volatility Measure", col.lab=rgb(0,0.6,.7))
# Create a legend
legend(vix[12,1], 75, c("VIX", "VXO"), lty=c(1,1), lwd=c(2.5,2.5), col=plot_colours1)
###### Plot of VIX & VXO Evolution: 2004-2007 (1-755)#####
plot(vix[c(1:755),1], vix[c(1:755),5], type="l", col=plot_colours1[1],
ylim=c(0, 25), ann=FALSE)
lines(vix[c(1:755),1], vxo[c(1:755),5], type="l", lty=1, col=plot_colours1[2])
title(main="VIX vs.VXO Evolution: 2004-2007", col.main="forestgreen", font.main=4)
title(xlab="Date", col.lab=rgb(0,0.6,.7))
title(ylab="Volatility Measure", col.lab=rgb(0,0.6,.7))
legend(vix[12,1], 10, c("VIX", "VXO"), lty=c(1,1), lwd=c(2.5,2.5), col=plot_colours1)

###### Plot of VIX & VXO Evolution: 756-1512#####
plot(vix[c(756:1512),1], vix[c(756:1512),5], type="l", col=plot_colours1[1],
ylim=c(0, max_y), ann=FALSE)
lines(vix[c(756:1512),1], vxo[c(756:1512),5], type="l", lty=1, col=plot_colours1[2])
title(main="VIX vs.VXO Evolution: 2007-2010", col.main="forestgreen", font.main=4)
title(xlab="Date", col.lab=rgb(0,0.6,.7))
title(ylab="Volatility Measure", col.lab=rgb(0,0.6,.7))
legend(vix[756,1], 78, c("VIX", "VXO"), lty=c(1,1), lwd=c(2,2), col=plot_colours1)

###### Plot of VIX & VXO Evolution: 2010-2013 (Obs. 1513-2266)#####
plot(vix[c(1513:2266),1], vix[c(1513:2266),5], type="l", col=plot_colours1[1],
ylim=c(0, 55), ann=FALSE)
lines(vix[c(1513:2266),1], vxo[c(1513:2266),5], type="l", lty=1, col=plot_colours1[2])
title(main="VIX vs.VXO Evolution: 2010-2013", col.main="forestgreen", font.main=4)
title(xlab="Date", col.lab=rgb(0,0.6,.7))
title(ylab="Volatility Measure", col.lab=rgb(0,0.6,.7))
legend(vix[2100,1], 45, c("VIX", "VXO"), lty=c(1,1), lwd=c(2,2), col=plot_colours1)
###### Plot of VIX & VXO Evolution: 2013-Oct2016 2267-3220#####
plot(vix[c(2267:3220),1], vix[c(2267:3220),5], type="l", col=plot_colours1[1],
ylim=c(0, 45), ann=FALSE)
lines(vix[c(2267:3220),1], vxo[c(2267:3220),5], type="l", lty=1, col=plot_colours1[2])
title(main="VIX vs.VXO Evolution: 2013-2016", col.main="forestgreen", font.main=4)
title(xlab="Date", col.lab=rgb(0,0.6,.7))
title(ylab="Volatility Measure", col.lab=rgb(0,0.6,.7))
legend(vix[2267,1], 40, c("VIX", "VXO"), lty=c(1,1), lwd=c(2,2), col=plot_colours1)

#### Tests For Differences in Evolution Between Vix & VXO####
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cor.test(vix[,2],vxo[,2])
cor.test(vix[,3],vxo[,3])
cor.test(vix[,4],vxo[,4])
cor.test(vix[,5],vxo[,5])
#Define New Variable, Diff=Vix-VXO
Diff<-vix[, c(2,3,4,5)]-vxo[, c(2,3,4,5)]
Diff<-cbind(vix$Date, Diff)
names(Diff)<-c("Date", "Vix-VXO Open", "Vix-VXO High", "Vix-VXO Low", "Vix-VXO Close")
View(Diff)
mean(Diff[,2])
mean(Diff[,5])
mean(Diff[,3])
mean(Diff[,4])
(var(Diff[,2]))ˆ.5
(var(Diff[,5]))ˆ.5
(var(Diff[,3]))ˆ.5
(var(Diff[,4]))ˆ.5

plot(Diff[,1], Diff[,5], type="l", col=plot_colours1[1], ann=FALSE)
title(main="VIX Minus VXO Evolution: All Data", col.main="forestgreen", font.main=4)
title(xlab="Date", col.lab=rgb(0,0.6,.7))
title(ylab="Volatility Measure Differences", col.lab=rgb(0,0.6,.7))
Diff_perc<-c(1:3220)
for (i in c(1:3220)) {
Diff_perc[i]<-(max(vix[i, 5],vxo[i, 5])-min(vix[i, 5],
vxo[i, 5]))/(min(vix[i, 5],vxo[i, 5]))
}
plot(Diff[,1], Diff_perc, type="l", col=plot_colours1[1], ann=FALSE)
title(main="Percentage Change in Vix to VXO", col.main="forestgreen", font.main=4)
title(xlab="Date", col.lab=rgb(0,0.6,.7))
title(ylab="Percentage Volatility Measure Differences", col.lab=rgb(0,0.6,.7))

library(moments)
library(ggplot2)
library(cowplot)

##

Vix - Mean / Variance / Skewness / Kurtosis
mean(vix$Close)
var(vix$Close)
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skewness(vix$Close)
kurtosis(vix$Close)
##

Vxo - Mean / Variance / Skewness / Kurtosis
mean(vxo$Close)
var(vxo$Close)
skewness(vxo$Close)
kurtosis(vxo$Close)

##

Historical Distribution of VIX
df1 <- as.data.frame(cbind(vix$Date,vix$Vix.Close))
ggplot(df1, aes(x=vix$Vix.Close)) +
labs(list(title = "Historical Distribution of VIX", x="VIX", y="Frequency")) +
geom_histogram(bins = 350)

##

Historical Distribution of VXO
df2 <- as.data.frame(cbind(vxo$Date,vxo$Close))
ggplot(df2, aes(x=vxo$Close)) +
labs(list(title = "Historical Distribution of VXO", x="VXO", y="Frequency")) +
geom_histogram(bins = 350)

## Testing VIX for Gaussian
plotdist(vix$Vix.Close)
vixstandard <- (vix$Vix.Close - mean(vix$Vix.Close))/sd(vix$Vix.Close)
qqnorm(vixstandard, main = "VIX Normal Q-Q Plot")
abline(0,1)
## Testing VXO for Gaussian
plotdist(vxo$Vix.Close)
vxostandard <- (vxo$Close - mean(vxo$Close))/sd(vix$Close)
qqnorm(vxostandard, main = "VXO Normal Q-Q Plot")
abline(0,1)
## Testing VIX for Log-Normal
logvix <- log(vix$Vix.Close)
logvixstnd <- (logvix - mean(logvix))/sd(logvix)
qqnorm(logvixstnd, main = "Normal Q-Q Plot of Log(VIX)")
abline(0,1)
## Testing VXO for Log-Normal
logvxo <- log(vxo$Close)
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logvxostnd <- (logvxo - mean(logvxo))/sd(logvxo)
qqnorm(logvxostnd, main = "Normal Q-Q Plot of Log(VXO)")
abline(0,1)

####Rolling Data for VIX####

#Define function to Compute First Date of Each Month
#(i.e. 1st, 2nd, 3rd or 4th)
firstDayMonth=function(x)
{
x=as.Date(as.character(x))
day = format(x,format="%d")
monthYr = format(x,format="%Y-%m")
y = tapply(day,monthYr, min)
first=as.Date(paste(row.names(y),y,sep="-"))
as.factor(first)
}
#Use function to define a vector of the first months
a_vix<- firstDayMonth(vix$Date)
length(a_vix)
#Define a function to create a subset of all
#values between two dates
myfunc_vix <- function(x,y){vix[vix$Date >= x & vix$Date <= y,]}
#Loop to determine number of observations between a two year
#period with varying initial date
for(i in abc) {
twoyear_vix[i] <- nrow(myfunc_vix(as.Date(a_vix[abc[i]]), as.Date(a_vix[xyz[i]])))
}
twoyear_vix
#Loop to determine number of observations between a
#one month period with varying initial date
for(i in bcd) {
month_vix[i] <- nrow(myfunc_vix(as.Date(a_vix[bcd[i]]), as.Date(a_vix[wxy[i]])))
}
month_vix<-c(1, month_vix)
#Bind these two vectors
domain_vix<- rbind(month_vix, twoyear_vix)
domain_vix
#Loop to link the observation number of the 1st date
#of each month with regard to the Vix data set
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cde<-c(2:130)
for(i in cde) {
domain_vix[1,i] <- domain_vix[1,i]+domain_vix[1,(i-1)]-1
}
domain_vix
#Loop to link the supremum of the set for which
#we begin at the 1st date of each month and end
#two years in the future while accounting for differences
#in date intervals for 2 year periods
for(i in cde) {
domain_vix[2,i] <- domain_vix[2,i]+domain_vix[1,i]-2
}
domain_vix
#Compute moving average means
mov_mean_vix<-c(1:130)
for(i in abc) {
mov_mean_vix[i] <- mean(vix$VIX.Close[t(domain_vix[,i])])
}
mov_mean_vix
#Compute moving average variance
mov_var_vix<-c(1:130)
for(i in abc) {
mov_var_vix[i] <- var(vix$VIX.Close[t(domain_vix[,i])])
}
mov_var_vix
#Define date range, and note the proper range
#will be this value + 2 years
date_range_vix<-as.Date(a_vix[1:130])
date_range_vix
#Calculate Quantiles
mov_25_quantile_vix <- c(1:130)
for(i in abc) {
mov_25_quantile_vix[i] <- unname(quantile(vix$VIX.Close[t(domain_vix[,i])],
probs=c(.25)))
}
mov_25_quantile_vix
mov_75_quantile_vix <- c(1:130)
for(i in abc) {
mov_75_quantile_vix[i] <- unname(quantile(vix$VIX.Close[t(domain_vix[,i])],
probs=c(.75)))
}
mov_75_quantile_vix

DataSummary_vix<-data.frame(date_range_vix, mov_mean_vix, mov_var_vix,
mov_25_quantile_vix, mov_75_quantile_vix)
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View(DataSummary_vix)
##### Graph of Moving mean #####
# Removal of axis labels, addition of y-axis limit,
#specification of VIX’s colour
plot(DataSummary_vix[,1], DataSummary_vix[,2], type="l", col=plot_colours1[1], ann=FALSE)
# Create a title
title(main="Moving Mean of Volatility for VIX", col.main="forestgreen", font.main=3)
# Label the x and y axes
title(xlab="Date", col.lab=rgb(0,0.6,.7))
title(ylab="Volatility Mean", col.lab=rgb(0,0.6,.7))
##### Graph of Moving Variance#####
plot(DataSummary_vix[,1], DataSummary_vix[,3], type="l",
col=plot_colours1[1], ann=FALSE)
title(main="Moving Variance of Volatility for VIX", col.main="forestgreen", font.main=3)
title(xlab="Date", col.lab=rgb(0,0.6,.7))
title(ylab="Volatility Variance", col.lab=rgb(0,0.6,.7))
##### Graph of Moving 25th Quantile#####
plot(DataSummary_vix[,1], DataSummary_vix[,4], type="l",
col=plot_colours1[1], ann=FALSE)
title(main="Moving 25th Quantile of Volatility for VIX", col.main="forestgreen", font.main=3)
title(xlab="Date", col.lab=rgb(0,0.6,.7))
title(ylab="25th Quantile", col.lab=rgb(0,0.6,.7))
##### Graph of Moving 75th Quantile#####
plot(DataSummary_vix[,1], DataSummary_vix[,5], type="l",
col=plot_colours1[1], ann=FALSE)
title(main="Moving 75th Quantile of Volatility for VIX", col.main="forestgreen", font.main=3)
title(xlab="Date", col.lab=rgb(0,0.6,.7))
title(ylab="75th Quantile", col.lab=rgb(0,0.6,.7))
#### Graph of Volatility of Volatily####
plot(DataSummary_vix[,1], (DataSummary_vix[,3])ˆ(1/2),
type="l", col=plot_colours1[1], ann=FALSE)
title(main="Moving Volatilty of Volatility for VIX", col.main="forestgreen", font.main=3)
title(xlab="Date", col.lab=rgb(0,0.6,.7))
title(ylab="Volatilty of Volatility", col.lab=rgb(0,0.6,.7))
####Rolling Data for VXO####

a_vxo<- firstDayMonth(vxo$Date)
length(a_vxo)
myfunc_vxo <- function(x,y){vxo[vxo$Date >= x & vxo$Date <= y,]}
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#Loop to determine number of observations between a two year
#period with varying initial date
for(i in abc) {
twoyear_vxo[i] <- nrow(myfunc_vxo(as.Date(a_vxo[abc[i]]), as.Date(a_vxo[xyz[i]])))
}
twoyear_vxo
#Loop to determine number of observations between a
#one month period with varying initial date
for(i in bcd) {
month_vxo[i] <- nrow(myfunc_vxo(as.Date(a_vxo[bcd[i]]), as.Date(a_vxo[wxy[i]])))
}
month_vxo<-c(1, month_vxo)
month_vxo
#Bind these two vectors
domain_vxo<- rbind(month_vxo, twoyear_vxo)
domain_vxo
#Loop to link the observation number of the 1st date
#of each month with regard to the Vix data set
cde<-c(2:130)
for(i in cde) {
domain_vxo[1,i] <- domain_vxo[1,i]+domain_vxo[1,(i-1)]-1
}
domain_vxo
#Loop to link the supremum of the set for which
#we begin at the 1st date of each month and end
#two years in the future while accounting for differences
#in date intervals for 2 year periods
for(i in cde) {
domain_vxo[2,i] <- domain_vxo[2,i]+domain_vxo[1,i]-2
}
domain_vxo
#Compute moving average means
mov_mean_vxo<-c(1:130)
for(i in abc) {
mov_mean_vxo[i] <- mean(vxo$Close[t(domain_vxo[,i])])
}
mov_mean_vxo
#Compute moving average variance
mov_var_vxo<-c(1:130)
for(i in abc) {
mov_var_vxo[i] <- var(vxo$Close[t(domain_vxo[,i])])
}
mov_var_vxo
#Define date range, and note the proper range
#will be this value + 2 years
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date_range_vxo<-as.Date(a_vxo[1:130])
date_range_vxo
#Calculate Quantiles
mov_25_quantile_vxo <- c(1:130)
for(i in abc) {
mov_25_quantile_vxo[i] <- unname(quantile(vxo$Close[t(domain_vxo[,i])],
probs=c(.25)))
}
mov_25_quantile_vxo
mov_75_quantile_vxo <- c(1:130)
for(i in abc) {
mov_75_quantile_vxo[i] <- unname(quantile(vxo$Close[t(domain_vxo[,i])],
probs=c(.75)))
}
mov_75_quantile_vxo

DataSummary_vxo<-data.frame(date_range_vxo, mov_mean_vxo, mov_var_vxo,
mov_25_quantile_vxo, mov_75_quantile_vxo)
View(DataSummary_vxo)
#### Tests of Comparision for Moving Vix vs. VXO Data####
#Check date function is consistent for Vix & VXO
cor.test(as.numeric(DataSummary_vix[,1]), as.numeric(DataSummary_vxo[,1]))
#Perform correlation tests for vix vs. vxo moving data
cor.test(DataSummary_vix[,2],DataSummary_vxo[,2])
cor.test(DataSummary_vix[,3],DataSummary_vxo[,3])
cor.test(DataSummary_vix[,4],DataSummary_vxo[,4])
cor.test(DataSummary_vix[,5],DataSummary_vxo[,5])
##### Graph of Moving mean for VXO#####
# Removal of axis labels, addition of y-axis limit,
#specification of VIX’s colour
plot(DataSummary_vxo[,1], DataSummary_vxo[,2], type="l",
col=plot_colours1[1], ann=FALSE)
# Create a title
title(main="Moving Mean of Volatility for VXO", col.main="forestgreen", font.main=3)
# Label the x and y axes
title(xlab="Date", col.lab=rgb(0,0.6,.7))
title(ylab="Volatility Mean", col.lab=rgb(0,0.6,.7))
##### Graph of Moving Variance for VXO#####
plot(DataSummary_vxo[,1], DataSummary_vxo[,3], type="l",
col=plot_colours1[1], ann=FALSE)
title(main="Moving Variance of Volatility for VXO", col.main="forestgreen", font.main=3)
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title(xlab="Date", col.lab=rgb(0,0.6,.7))
title(ylab="Volatility Variance", col.lab=rgb(0,0.6,.7))
##### Graph of Moving 25th Quantile for VXO#####
plot(DataSummary_vxo[,1], DataSummary_vxo[,4], type="l",
col=plot_colours1[1], ann=FALSE)
title(main="Moving 25th Quantile of Volatility for VXO", col.main="forestgreen", font.main=3)
title(xlab="Date", col.lab=rgb(0,0.6,.7))
title(ylab="25th Quantile", col.lab=rgb(0,0.6,.7))
##### Graph of Moving 75th Quantile for VXO#####
plot(DataSummary_vxo[,1], DataSummary_vxo[,5], type="l",
col=plot_colours1[1], ann=FALSE)
title(main="Moving 75th Quantile of Volatility for VXO", col.main="forestgreen", font.main=3)
title(xlab="Date", col.lab=rgb(0,0.6,.7))
title(ylab="75th Quantile", col.lab=rgb(0,0.6,.7))
#### Graph of Moving Volatility of the VXO####
plot(DataSummary_vxo[,1], (DataSummary_vxo[,3])ˆ(1/2),
type="l", col=plot_colours1[1], ann=FALSE)
title(main="Moving Volatilty of Volatility for VXO", col.main="forestgreen", font.main=3)
title(xlab="Date", col.lab=rgb(0,0.6,.7))
title(ylab="Volatilty of Volatility", col.lab=rgb(0,0.6,.7))
mean(DataSummary_vix[,2])
mean(DataSummary_vxo[,2])
mean(DataSummary_vix[,3])
mean(DataSummary_vxo[,3])
mean(DataSummary_vix[,4])
mean(DataSummary_vxo[,4])
mean(DataSummary_vix[,5])
mean(DataSummary_vxo[,5])
mean((DataSummary_vix[,3])ˆ.5)
mean((DataSummary_vxo[,3])ˆ.5)

6.2

Code for Section 4

#### Load Data and Transform*####
rm(list = ls())
vixcurrent<- read.csv(file="˜/Downloads/vixcurrent.csv")
vixcurrent$Date <- as.Date(vixcurrent$Date, ’%m/%d/%Y’)
vix<-vixcurrent
View(vix)
rm(vixcurrent)

#Define useful vector & dataframes to be used soon,
#& Intitalize vectors & packages
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#& Define log and difference of log y_t
lvix<-vix
lvix[,2]<-log(lvix[,2])
lvix[,3]<-log(lvix[,3])
lvix[,4]<-log(lvix[,4])
lvix[,5]<-log(lvix[,5])
View(lvix)
lv<-lvix[,5]
dlv<-c(1:3219)
for (i in c(1:3219)) {
dlv[i]<-lv[i+1]-lv[i]
}
install.packages("tseries")
install.packages("forecast")

####Q3 Part 1####
#Refute stationary assumption from:
acf(lv)
tseries::adf.test(lv, alternative = "stationary")
tseries::pp.test(lv, alternative = "stationary")
tseries::kpss.test(lv)
#Compute what would’ve been theoretical best Arima/AR/ARMA model:
forecast::auto.arima(lv)
fitAR11<-arima(lv, order = c(1,0,1))
print(fitAR11)
Box.test(residuals(fitAR11), lag = 2, type = "Ljung-Box")
ar(lv)
####Q3 Part 2####
#Refute stationary assumption from:
acf(dlv)
tseries::adf.test(dlv, alternative = "stationary")
tseries::pp.test(dlv, alternative = "stationary")
tseries::kpss.test(dlv)
#Compute what would’ve been theoretical best Arima/AR/ARMA model:
forecast::auto.arima(dlv)
dfitAR11<-arima(lv, order = c(1,0,1))
print(dfitAR11)
Box.test(residuals(dfitAR11), lag = 2, type = "Ljung-Box")
ar(dlv)

#### Q3 Part 3####
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#Compute lagged difference log(y_t) squared
dlv_<-c(1:3218)
for (i in c(1:3218)) {
dlv_[i]<-lv[i+1]-lv[i]
}
#Compute lagged difference log(y_t) squared
dlv_2<-c(1:3218)
for (i in c(1:3218)) {
dlv_2[i]<-(lv[i+1]-lv[i])ˆ2
}
#Remove first observation from dlm to allow for regression
dlvm1<-dlv[-c(1)]
#Run Linear Regresssion
lm(dlvm1 ˜ dlv_ + dlv_2)

library(MASS)
library(moments)
library(car)
library(zoo)
library(lmtest)
library(sandwich)
library(strucchange)
library(urca)
library(vars)
library(lmtest)
library(vars)
library(ggplot2)
library(scales)
library(gridExtra)
library(lubridate)

setwd("˜/Documents")
# Import historical data for TSX and VIX from 1990 to 2016
q1 <- read.csv("Data2.csv", sep=",", header = T)
#### QUESTION 1 ####
View(q1)
# Re-format factors as numeric
q1$VIX <- as.numeric(levels(q1$VIX))[q1$VIX]
# Compute the daily returns on SPX
for (i in 1:(length(q1$SPX)-1)) {
q1$SPX.return[i+1] = (q1$SPX[i+1]/q1$SPX[i]-1)*100
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}
# SPX Return plot
plot(q1$Date, q1$SPX.return, type = "l", col = ’darkblue’,
main = ’S&P 500 Historical Daily Returns’, xlab = ’Date’, ylab = ’Returns’)
abline(h=0, lty=2)
# Plot the ACF of the SPX daily returns
acf(q1$SPX.return[2:length(q1$SPX.return)], main="ACF of S&P 500 Daily Returns", lag.max = 80)

#### QUESTION 2 ####
# Compute v(t,1)
q1$SPX.vol1 <- (q1$SPX.return)ˆ2
q1$SPX.vol11 <- (q1$SPX.return-mean(q1$SPX.return, na.rm=T))ˆ2
# Compute v(t,2)
q1$SPX.vol2 <- 0
for (i in 26:length(q1$SPX.vol1)) {
q1$SPX.vol2[i] <- mean(q1$SPX.vol1[(i-24):i])
}
q1$SPX.vol2[1:25] <- NA
# Plotting VIX, v(t,1), and v(t,2)
plot(q1$Date[26:length(q1$VIX)], q1$VIX[26:length(q1$VIX)], type=’l’, col=’blue’,
main = ’Volatility Measures’, xlab = ’Date’, ylab=’Volatility’)
lines(q1$Date[26:length(q1$VIX)], q1$SPX.vol1[26:length(q1$VIX)], type=’l’, col=’red’)
lines(q1$Date[26:length(q1$VIX)], q1$SPX.vol2[26:length(q1$VIX)], type=’l’, col=’black’)
legend("top", c("VIX", "v(t,1)", "v(t,2)"), lty = c(1,1,1),
lwd=c(2,2,2),col=c("blue", "red", "black"), ncol=3, cex=0.75, bty="n")
#### QUESTION 3 ####
# Computing the historical mean, volatility and covolatility of the three series.
mean(q1$VIX[26:length(q1$VIX)], na.rm=T)
mean(q1$SPX.vol1[26:length(q1$SPX.vol1)])
mean(q1$SPX.vol2[26:length(q1$SPX.vol2)])
var(q1$VIX[26:length(q1$VIX)], na.rm=T)
var(q1$SPX.vol1[26:length(q1$SPX.vol1)])
var(q1$SPX.vol2[26:length(q1$SPX.vol2)])
a1 <- q1$VIX[26:length(q1$VIX)]
a2 <- q1$SPX.vol1[26:length(q1$SPX.vol1)]
a3 <- q1$SPX.vol2[26:length(q1$SPX.vol2)]
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# (3,3) Covolatility Matrix of VIX, v(t,1), v(t,2) and it’s eigenvalues/vectors
A <- matrix(c(cov(a1,a1,
cov(a3,a1,
cov(a2,a2,
cov(a1,a3,
cov(a3,a3,

use
use
use
use
use

=
=
=
=
=

’pairwise.complete.obs’), cov(a2,a1, use = ’pairwise.complete.obs’),
’pairwise.complete.obs’), cov(a1,a2, use = ’pairwise.complete.obs’),
’pairwise.complete.obs’),cov(a3,a2, use = ’pairwise.complete.obs’),
’pairwise.complete.obs’), cov(a2,a3, use = ’pairwise.complete.obs’),
’pairwise.complete.obs’)), 3,3)

eigen(A, symmetric=’T’)
##### QUESTION 4 ####

# Estimation of VAR model
y1<- q1$VIX[-c(as.numeric(rownames(q1[!complete.cases(q1),])))]
y2<- q1$SPX.vol1[-c(as.numeric(rownames(q1[!complete.cases(q1),])))]
y3<-q1$SPX.vol2[-c(as.numeric(rownames(q1[!complete.cases(q1),])))]
Y<-matrix(c(y1, y2, y3), ncol=3)
head(Y)
Z<-VAR(Y, p=1)
summary(Z)
plot(Z)
h<-c("y1", "y2", "y3")

# Matrix of Coefficients
Z_coef<-matrix(c(as.numeric(Z$varresult$y1$coefficients[c(1:3)]),
as.numeric(Z$varresult$y2$coefficients[c(1:3)]),
as.numeric(Z$varresult$y3$coefficients[c(1:3)])),
ncol=3)
rownames(Z_coef)<-h
colnames(Z_coef)<-h
Z_coef
#Vector of Constants
Z_cons<-matrix(c(as.numeric(Z$varresult$y1$coefficients[c(4)]),
as.numeric(Z$varresult$y2$coefficients[c(4)]),
as.numeric(Z$varresult$y3$coefficients[c(4)]) ), nrow=3)
colnames(Z_cons)<-c("coef")
rownames(Z_cons)<-h
Z_cons

#Residuals and Covariance-Variance Matrix of residuals
head(residuals(Z))
tail(residuals(Z))
Z_cov_MLE<-(1/as.numeric(Z$obs))*(t(residuals(Z)) %*% residuals(Z))
Z_cov_OLS<-(1/(as.numeric(Z$obs) -as.numeric(Z$K)*as.numeric(Z$p)- 1))*(t(residuals(Z))
%*% residuals(Z))
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Z_cov_OLS
Z_cov_MLE

#Eigenvalues and Eigenvectors
Z_lam_OLS<-eigen(Z_cov_OLS, symmetric=’T’)
Z_lam_MLE<-eigen(Z_cov_MLE, symmetric = ’T’)
#Eigenvalues
Z_lam_OLS$values
Z_lam_MLE$values
#Eigenvectors
Z_lam_OLS$vectors
Z_lam_MLE$vectors
#Optimal VAR
VARselect(Y, lag.max = 100)
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